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1. Basics of Oral Implantology

×

The first session will provide a systematic overview of the
fundamentals of implantology. This includes essential
terminology; types of implants, materials, biological criteria,
systems, and a precise approach to implant case
management relevant to the participant’s daily practice. The
participants will learn to approach the dental management of
their patients in regards to implant treatment options.
Diagnosis and planning are of crucial significance, especially
in oral implantology, which is an interdisciplinary form of
treatment. Insufficient planning may easily result in adverse
events. Practical examples will teach the participants an
efficient method of planning. Other topics will include the
fundamentals of surgery and the inclusion of prosthetic
considerations in the planning of the surgical procedure.
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2. Theories and Practice of Implantology in Human Specimens

×

Participants will be given a training opportunity, working on standard implant cases under life-like
conditions, addressing the following topics:

×

The basics: Why use implants? · A brief history of the development of oral implantology. Types of
implants, implant components, nomenclature · An overview of implant materials, augmentation
materials.

×

The hardware: Who manufactures what? Histology and biocompatibility · Indications,
contraindications, and classifications · Organizational prerequisites for implant procedures ·
Evaluation, short and long term.

×

From presentation to decision: Case histories · Diagnosis and planning (clinical, radiology, models,
3D) and navigation planning: What is required and when? · Live surgery (simple case).

×

Administration, teamwork: Patient instruction, forensics, risks, and risk management · Administrative
aspects in implantology (estimates, expert opinions, insurance possibilities) · Discussion, teamwork
and evaluation, educational achievements control.

×

Planning: Primary planning on models and preparation of templates · X-ray diagnosis and
implementation in the model · Planning of corrections in the model · Implant insertion in the model.

×

Basics of implant surgery: Wound management, suturing techniques · The nature and management
of complications · Instrumentation · Live surgery · An overview of implant prosthetic options ·
Discussion, teamwork · Evaluation Dr. Abdullah Al Mamun Khan
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Practice of implantology on models: Practical exercises after
introduction of implant systems, using models · Daily practice relevant anatomy of hard and soft oral tissues · Mental foramen,
mental nerve, mandibular canal, floor of the mouth, lingual nerve,
lingual contours in immediate placement with augmentation of the
extraction alveolus · Bone compaction around the implant bed · Bone
spreading/splitting · Internal/external sinus lift · Membrane
techniques · Bone replacement materials · Bone transfer and oral
donor regions · Transfer of free connective tissue and donor regions ·
Evaluation of the mandibular jaw · Anatomical and clinical aspects of
implant site determination.

×

Planning one’s first patients: Systematic implant planning and
treatment · Time management · How to find the first patients and
integrating implantology in daily practice · Explanation and hand-out
of guidelines for patient treatment in one’s own office and
presentation of the guidelines during the next curricular week.
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3. Implantation and Surgical Procedures in Daily Practice

×

Based on the knowledge and skills acquired in previous lectures,
we will focus on presenting relevant surgical procedures in daily
practice. Different procedures and the most significant implant
systems will be demonstrated in a comparative manner. The focus
of this session will be on the knowledge of the basics and prerequisites of surgical interventions in daily practice. Incision
procedures, periosteal flap, implant positioning, generation of the
implant bed, suturing techniques, and follow-up after surgery. The
aforementioned topics will all be illustrated in a systematic
fashion. We will critically analyze the documentation, which may
include protocols, models, slides, video documentation, and
statistics.
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4. Soft-Tissue and Bone Management

×

Most implantological cases call for bone and soft-tissue
modification. We will illustrate the methods of bone
augmentation and soft tissue-improving interventions that
are relevant to daily practice.
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5. Esthetics of Oral Implantology

×

This session will deal with esthetics and an introduction to implant
prosthetics. We will discuss soft tissue management as an important key to
implant success. The basic procedures in implantology prosthetics will be
presented.

×

Part 1: Immediate, delayed immediate, and delayed implantation · Suitable
hygiene concepts for daily practice needs · Systematic implantation
procedures, step-by-step · Implementation of treatment plans · Incision
procedures · Periosteal flap · Principles and risks of bone preparation
techniques · Differences between implant systems · Case planning · Exact
implant insertion · GBR and similar measures (sinus elevation, distraction) ·
Augmentation materials (bone replacement, membrane, PRP, BMP) ·
Dissection techniques · Evaluation of bone quality and quantity · Implant
positions (recommended distances interimplant/dental and contact point/
bone edge).
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Part 2: Suturing techniques (hands-on) · Early complications · Late
complications (peri-implantitis) · Follow-up of implant systems and
augmentation materials · Membrane based bone regeneration · Membranebased GBR in the presence of alveolar ridge defects during implantation ·
Alveolar ridge broadening · Bone augmentation methods · Internal, external
sinus elevation (closed, open) · Minimally invasive augmentation · Transverse
augmentation · Reversion plastic · Fenestration reversal.

×

Part 3: Soft-tissue management during insertion · Epithelial and soft-tissue
intervention · Vestibular plastic surgery · Sliding flap · Mucosa and
connective-tissue transplants · Techniques of papillary reconstruction and
conditioning · Recession coverage · Red-and-white esthetics · Surgical/
prosthetic therapy · Prosthetic-driven implant treatment concepts · Teamwork,
evaluation · Study models, diagnostic wax-up, implant positioning, design of
complex therapies, number of implants required for different solutions ·
Implant prosthodontics · Hybrid prosthesis · Permanent dental restorations ·
Cemented, screw-retained, and telescopic restorations.
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Part 4: Practical procedures · Impression techniques, open and
closed · Try-in, insertion, long-term follow-up · Prophylaxis/recall
· Discussion, teamwork, evaluation · Implant specific dental
technology such as cementing, screw connections, latch types,
retainers and other attachments · Hygienic aspects of the
superstructure · Complications (screw loosening or fracture,
denture fracture) · Management of prosthetic errors · Statics
aspects of oral implantology.

×

Part 5: Peer practice day (participants presenting cases and
discussing their planning, procedures and results with other
participants and the referees) · Discussion, teamwork and
evaluation · Prosthodontic progress assessment · Design exercises
· Presentation of implant systems · Discussion, teamwork,
evaluation.
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6. Augmentations and Soft-Tissue Management

×

The final session will focus on summarizing the subjects previously covered
and an outlook on innovative procedures, such as navigation, PRP, and major
surgical procedures. In addition, some administrative issues need to be
addressed, such as the professional organizations of practicing implantologists
and appropriate invoicing of services rendered. The initial focus will be on
reinforcing knowledge of soft-tissue and bone management measures. In
particular, “major” surgery methods like bone transplants and distraction
osteogenesis will be discussed, along with additional soft-tissue management
measures. Another focus of the week will be the proper relationship between
inpatient and outpatient treatment · Sinus-lift surgery with conventional
fenestration technique · Management of rhinological complications associated
with sinus lift procedures · Alveolar extension plastic surgery and micro-bone
augmentation method · Clinical aspects of augmentation procedures including
live demonstrations · Teamwork, evaluation, educational achievement control.
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7. Special Aspects of Implant Prosthodontics

×

Implant prosthodontics is a particularly demanding field.
Important decisions concerning this issue are made early, while
discussing and planning the treatment with the patient. A
reasonable balance must be established between the patient’s
expectations and the options provided by implantology and
prosthetics. Knowledge of function as an integral part of complex
therapies is an important parameter in this context.
Documentation, marketing, and quality management are
important topics for implantologists. Ways to integrate oral
implantology into a dental practice will be discussed and
illustrated. This week will end with pre-certification and a
discussion on further developments in oral implantology as well
as the participants’ role.
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8. Examination

×

The lecturers and board members of the ICOI will examine
the participants on what they have learned in the course.

×

An award ceremony will follow the examination.
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9. Internships and Supervision

×

Internships, being a part of the curriculum, provide participants with
an opportunity to observe the activities of experienced
implantologists on a one-to-one basis. The presence of the participant
should not significantly interfere with the normal routine in the
dentist’s practice. Breaks between treatments will provide ample time
for discussion, and there may even be an opportunity for the
participant to assist the tutoring implantologist. The supervision (as
part of the postgraduate education in implantology) provides
attendants with an opportunity to gain useful experience with real
patients. Participant and tutoring implantologists will discuss the
conceptual and surgical steps several weeks ahead of time. Following
this, the participant will perform an intervention on one of his or her
own patients at the premises of, and assisted by, the tutoring
implantologist. This will ensure the patient’s safety and prevent stress
during the intern’s first steps in the field of oral implantology.
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